
Ground transportation from Mariscal Sucre International Airport to The Simon 
Bolívar University.  

 
 As you get out of the international arrives’ gate, you will see buses and taxi companies.  There are 
three options to reach The Simon Bolívar University from the airport: 

Option 1:  This is the cheapest option, which costs USD 4.5. Please, follow the steps below:  

1) Take the bus line 198: “Aeropuerto Internacional MS - T. Rio Coca” until the last stop 
called “Terminal Terrestre Interparroquial Río Coca” (~ 60 min, 2 USD).  

2) Get off from the “Terminal Terrestre Interparroquial Río Coca” and walk to through Río 
Coca street to “Estación de la Ecovia Río Coca ” (~3 min in straight line, see figure below). 

 

3) Take the Ecovía line E3: “T. Río Cocoa – Playón La Marín”  (0.25 USD) 
4) Get off at “Casa de la Cultura ” stop (13 stops, ~25 min).  
5) Take a taxi to the University Simón Bolívar (max 2 USD, please ask to the taxi driver to use 

taximeter). 

 

 



Option 2 (recommended):  This is a comfortable option which costs USD 7. Please, 
follow the steps below:  

1) Take the bus line 198: “Aeropuerto Internacional MS - T. Rio Coca” until the last stop 
called “Terminal Terrestre Interparroquial Río Coca” (~ 60 min, 2 USD).  

2) Get off from the “Terminal Terrestre Interparroquial Río Coca” take a taxi to the 
University Simón Bolívar.  (~20 min, less than 5 USD, please ask to the taxi driver to use 
taximeter). 

Option 3:  By taxi – Take the taxi as outside the international arrivals gate. The ride from the 
airport to the hotel will cost around 25-30 Dollars.  

The Simon Bolivar University  address is: Universidad Simón Bolívar, Toledo N22-80, Quito. The trip 
should take 50-70 minutes depending on traffic. 

Note: When you take a taxi, please be sure to take a legal one. You can identify it due to its yellow 
color and must have license plates.  In Quito, it is mandatory the use of taximeter, please ask to 
the taxi driver to use it (Except if you take the taxi at the Airport).  

 

Reference Picture:  Universidad Andina Simón Bolívar.  

 

 

 

 

 


